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TRUSTist Email Templates and Email Signature 
  

We have developed an email signature, designed to prompt people to leave a review if they are so 

inclined. 

We have also developed two email templates in Campaign Monitor, one for BPS and one for Swim 

Academy. These are to pro-actively go out and get reviews from your customers. 

Campaign Monitor Templates 
The guidance is to send these to customers after they have been swimming with us for a few weeks 

to allow them time to settle in and really start to love their lessons and their teacher. The suggestion 

is to wait until the first monthly payment goes out. At this point we can assume they are committed 

past their first 10 lessons. 

Please remember that sending emails to less than 5 people from Campaign Monitor is not 

sustainable – they block our accounts if this happens too often. Therefore, you need to plan, with 

your office teams, to maybe do one send a week to those who fit the criteria of having made their 

first monthly payment. 

This fits in with us recommending that you try and get one new review every week to keep your 

content fresh and relevant. This not only helps SEO but also, for those potential customers reading 

your reviews, keeps it up to date. 

The templates are called ‘TRUSTist Reviews’ and ‘Swim Academy TRUSTist Reviews’ and are in all 

your Campaign Monitor accounts. You need to do the following to them before sending them out: 

1. Link the TRUSTist logo to the URL you all have from TRUSTist where people can leave a 

review. You do this by going to create a campaign as usual and clicking on the TRUSTist logo 

in the template and you will see a menu pop up on the left with a field for the ‘Link’. 

2. You also need to add your own contact details to the bottom of the template 

It is also an option to add an incentive for people to leave a review. You need to be careful with this 

and make sure it doesn’t constitute bribery to leave a good review but it is very acceptable to, for 

instance, offer entry into a prize draw for leaving a review. You would need to decide how often a 

winner would be drawn, what the prize is and how you would identify the winner. If you wanted to 

do this, you could just add a text box to the email template detailing the incentive. 

Visuals follow on the next page. 
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Email Signature 
There are two versions of an email signature that we recommend you use. I know many of you have 

additional messages in your email signatures which you can still use underneath this new version. 

You may have certain email addresses you want to apply this to but we ask that you keep them 

looking consistent with these visuals and professional looking. If you want us to take a look at email 

signatures we are happy to comment but they have to be created locally on your devices so we can’t 

provide a version for you to just use. You all have to set up your own links etc. within them. 

The two versions allow you to invite customers to read reviews or leave you a review, depending on 

your objective. You may use different ones on different email addresses. 

 

 

To amend your email signature, you need to go to Outlook, click on File>Mail>Signatures and then 

you create a New signature – you can copy and paste existing bits from your old signature if you 

want and then add in the new bits. To adjust the size of an image you have inserted, you right click, 

select Picture and then use the size tab to adjust the size %. I used 37% of the original size for all the 

social icons just as a guide. Once you are happy with the size, you right click on the image again and 

select Link to hyperlink the image to the right URL. 
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URLs 

If you want to link people to the collated Reviews and Recommendations, then you can use the URL 

www.puddleducks.com/reviews-and-recommendations 

You find the URL to send to your customers to leave reviews in your TRUSTist accounts in the 

following place: 

 

Google vs Facebook vs TRUSTist 

There is never a wrong place to leave a review and are benefits to all three. If a user leaves a review 

on Google, these hold more weight with Google (funnily enough!) than any other review platform so 

if you can encourage customers to leave their review on Google then do so – but don’t do it at the 

detriment of not collecting a review – if they want to use the TRUSTist link and not bother logging 

into either their Facebook or Google profile, then take this. TRUSTist do two things with this; firstly, 

they post it straight to your Facebook account as relevant fresh content and secondly, they send the 

reviewer a series of emails encouraging them to add their review to Google if they can. 

http://www.puddleducks.com/reviews-and-recommendations

